
The “Message Box”:

A tool for effective communication in and out of science

Developed by Nancy Baron, COMPASS.

Message in a bottle, released Indian Ocean 1886, beached Western Australia 2018



The Graduate School Experience



The mind is slow in unlearning 
what it has been long in learning.

Lucius Annaeus Seneca (ca. 60 CE)

Peter Paul Rubens, The Death of Seneca (ca. 1615)



Deployment of a neuralyzer by Agent K, Men in Black (1997)

Prepare for reprogramming.



Know thy audience! 



Why use a message box?

•Talking points for an interview

•Explain “what you do” to a non-scientist

•Provide a storyboard for your web site

•Frame a reporter contact letter for a new paper

•Frame a press release for a new paper

•Frame an op-ed piece

•Serve as a framework for a public lecture

•Provide the narrative for a scientific paper (?!)
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Message box fundamentals
for communicating with non-science audiences:

vLimit yourself to one or two messages (four max!)

vMessages should be simple (but not simplistic).  
Simple = capable of being explained in 1-2 sentences.

vMessages are ideas you are trying to convey (not
soundbites!)

vMessages are reinforced by soundbites, phrases, 
statistics, stories/anecdotes
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Global overfishing

*Large-fish biomass declined by >90% across the global ocean 
(baseline pior to industrial exploitation – 10X more large fish)
*Initial declines very rapid and poorly documented; thus management 
tends to underestimate decline
*Species composition has undergone large changes too
*The entire ocean has been transformed, no “blue frontier” remains
*Changes uniform from tropics to poles, from shores to open ocean

*Fisheries will suffer and 
maybe collapse
*This will have big 
ecosystem consequences 
(but we don’t know 
exactly what will happen)
*Populations and species 
may go extinct

*Reduction of fishing pressure will help recovery
*Reduce fishing effort (but hard to control because fishing pressure 
increases)
*Reduce quota (but hard to achieve and on its own almost always 
insufficient)
*Develop more marine reserves (many promising examples, almost 
always halt declines)

*Among the last free-
ranging large animals on 
earth
*Most valuable wild animals 
on earth
*Huge economics benefits
*Important ecological roles
*Lions & tigers of the sea
*Large land mammals, then 
freshwater fish, then 
coastal fish – now 
everything else!
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Global overfishing

Overfishing has removed 90% 
of large fish globally

This threatens 
survival of 

sensitive species, 
viability of 
fishing,and 

functioning of 
ocean ecosystems

Reduce fishing pressure by 
lowering quotas, modifying 

fishing gear, and 
implementing reserves

Protection of 
large predatory 
fish will maintain 

economic and 
ecological values
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Assessment of biodiversity 
vulnerability relies on a single, 
incomplete approach: exposure

Estimates of 
vulnerability are 

likely to be 
inaccurate, leading 

to failures and 
wasted resources in 

conservation

Integrated vulnerability 
assessment, using multiple 

sources of evidence, 
incorporating climate sensitivity 

and adaptive capacity

More effective 
management 

strategies; more 
efficient use of 

conservation 
resources

Climate change & 
biodiversity



Records of ecological responses to past climate change indicates many species 
can cope with climate change.  

If we understand mechanisms by which species cope with climate change, we can 
leverage natural adaptive capacity in conservation efforts

Integration of approaches:
•Observation and monitoring
•Ecological experiments
•Fossil record of responses to past changes
•Models of ecological and evolutionary processes
•Climate-envelope models (status quo)

Flu vaccine:  Limited supply, can’t vaccinate everyone, so we identify the most 
vulnerable populations first and treat them

•Low adaptive capacity &/or high sensitivity (very old, very young, sick people)
•High exposure (medical professionals, teachers,  social workers) 

Deficiency in assessing climate-change vulnerability for species
•Exposure assessment good (most species have high exposure)
•Sensitivity and adaptive capacity:  unutilized potential

Multiple stressors: climate change X habitat loss X exploitation X invasives
•We can increase resilience and buy time by reducing non-climate stressors
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Be prepared to support your message:

v Facts close at hand

v Statistics (keep simple and use sparingly)

v Examples

v Metaphors

v Stories and anecdotes (but don’t overdo it)

v Other experts


